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IN AND FOR DAVIS COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
 

 
TIMOTHY D. SYMES and AMY 
SYMES, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
 
vs. 
 
SHANICE C. BURCH, an individual; 
LUBE MANAGEMENT CORP., a Utah 
Corporation; PARTSCO, L.C., d/b/a 
MIGHTY AUTO PARTS; and JOHN 
DOES 1-10 
 

Defendants. 
 

 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
JUDGMENT AS A MATTER 
OF LAW 

   
 
 

Civil No. 180701236 
Honorable Michael DiReda 

 
Pursuant to Rule 50 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendants Shanice 

Burch, Lube Management Corp., and PartsCo, L.C., by and through their counsel of 

record, respectfully submit the following Motion for Partial Judgment as a Matter of 

Law: 
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STATEMENT OF REQUESTED RELIEF 

 Defendants Shanice Burch, Lube Management Corp., and PartsCo, L.C. 

request judgment as a matter of law on the issue of punitive damages.  

 
ARGUMENT 

 
I. 
 

DEFENDANTS ARE ENTITLED TO JUDGMENT AS A MATTER OF LAW 
ON THE ISSUE OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES 

 
A. DIRECTED VERDICT STANDARD. 

 
Rule 50 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure provides, in pertinent part, as 

follows: 

(a)  Judgment as a matter of law. 
 

(a)(1) If a party has been fully heard on an issue during a jury trial and the 
court finds that a reasonable jury would not have a sufficient evidentiary 
basis to find for the party on that issue, the court may: 
 
(a)(1)(A) resolve the issue against the party; and 
 
(a)(1)(B) grant a motion for judgment as a matter of law against the party 
on a claim or defense that, under the controlling law, can be maintained or 
defeated only with a favorable finding on that issue. 
 

 In Utah, punitive damages may be awarded only if “it is established by clear 

and convincing evidence that the acts or omissions of the tortfeasor are the result of 

willful and malicious or intentionally fraudulent conduct or conduct that manifests a 

knowing and reckless indifferent toward, and a disregard of, the rights of others.”  

Utah Code Ann. § 78B-8-201. 
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 In evaluating this Motion, the substantive evidentiary standard requiring 

“clear and convincing evidence” must be shown by Plaintiffs for each of the elements 

required under the punitive damages statute.  See, e.g., Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, 

Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 255, 106 S. Ct. 2505, 91 L. Ed. 2d 202, 216 (1986) (Holding that 

for purposes of a directed verdict "the determination of whether a given factual 

dispute requires submission to a jury must be guided by the substantive evidentiary 

standards that apply to the case" and that where "clear and convincing" evidence is 

required, the inquiry is "whether the evidence presented is such that a jury 

applying that evidentiary standard could reasonably find for either the plaintiff or 

the defendant".).  “Clear and convincing” has been described as follows:   

"[I]t implies something more than the usual requirement of a preponderance, 
or greater weight, of the evidence; and something less than proof beyond a 
reasonable doubt." Courts that assess these comparative degrees of certainty 
have characterized the clear and convincing standard as the existence of facts 
that make a conclusion "very highly probable." 

 
Essential Botanical Farms, LLC v. Kay, 2011 UT 71, ¶ 24, 270 P.3d 430. 

 
 Thus, it is not sufficient for Plaintiffs to just have presented evidence 

supporting a finding of negligence or liability.  Rather, there must be evidence from 

which a jury could find that it is “very highly probable” that each Defendant’s actions 

“manifest[ed] a knowing and reckless indifference toward, and a disregard of, the 

rights of others.”  Id.  Absent this evidence, the issue is properly withheld from the 

jury.  E.g., Gleave v. Denver & R. G. W. R.R., 749 P.2d 660, 670 (Utah Ct. App. 

1988)(punitive damages properly withheld from jury on directed verdict motion);  see 

also Mark VII Fin. Consultants Corp. v. Smedley, 792 P.2d 130, 134 (Utah Ct. App. 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=4586c327-8674-402d-8fbd-2b7f9500c3c3&pdsearchterms=792%2BP.2d%2B130&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=94f17ba9-bbd5-4bee-929f-192fa44c7cb9
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=4586c327-8674-402d-8fbd-2b7f9500c3c3&pdsearchterms=792%2BP.2d%2B130&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=94f17ba9-bbd5-4bee-929f-192fa44c7cb9
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=4586c327-8674-402d-8fbd-2b7f9500c3c3&pdsearchterms=792%2BP.2d%2B130&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=94f17ba9-bbd5-4bee-929f-192fa44c7cb9
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1990).   This is such a case where there is no evidence to establish the high standard 

for punitive damages by clear and convincing evidence.  

B. STANDARD FOR IMPOSITION OF PUNITIVE DAMAGES. 

The Utah Supreme Court has long held “[p]unitive damages are the exception 

rather than the rule and should be imposed cautiously.” Von Hake v. Thomas 

705 P.2d 766, 771 (Utah 1985). In interpreting the punitive damages statute, the 

Utah Supreme Court has held: 

Although punitive damages may be awarded in an appropriate case, the 
general rule is that only compensatory damages are appropriate and 
that punitive damages may be awarded only in exceptional cases. 
It is not the point to allow punitive damages to be awarded to increase 
the sorrow that defendants generally suffer when an injury has been 
inflicted by error or inadvertence, or to give a plaintiff an in terrorem 
weapon in settlement negotiations. Since punitive damages are not 
intended as additional compensation to a plaintiff, they must, if 
awarded, serve a societal interest of punishing and deterring 
outrageous and malicious conduct which is not likely to be deterred 
by other means. See C. McCormick, Handbook on the Law of Damages 
§§ 77–78 (1935); J. Stein, Damages and Recovery, Personal Injury and 
Death Actions § 183 (1972). 

*** 
Punitive damages should be awarded infrequently. Simple 
negligence will never suffice as a basis upon which such damages may 
be awarded. “Punitive damages are not awarded for mere 
inadvertence, mistake, errors of judgment and the like, which 
constitute ordinary negligence.” Restatement (Second) of Torts § 
908 comment b at 465 (1979). 
 

Behrens v. Raleigh Hills Hosp., Inc., 675 P.2d 1179, 1186 (Utah 1983) (emphases 

added). Rather, a defendant must have engaged in "highly unreasonable conduct, or 

an extreme departure from ordinary care, in a situation where a high degree of 

danger is apparent.” Id. at 1187. 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=4586c327-8674-402d-8fbd-2b7f9500c3c3&pdsearchterms=792%2BP.2d%2B130&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=94f17ba9-bbd5-4bee-929f-192fa44c7cb9
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=9acf5770-889a-4fab-b596-1656bb0df9fa&pdsearchterms=705%2BP.2d%2B766&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=4586c327-8674-402d-8fbd-2b7f9500c3c3
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=9acf5770-889a-4fab-b596-1656bb0df9fa&pdsearchterms=705+P.2d+766&pdstartin=hlct:1:1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur:1:69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=4586c327-8674-402d-8fbd-2b7f9500c3c3
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce&pdsearchterms=675%2BP.2d%2B1179&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=9acf5770-889a-4fab-b596-1656bb0df9fa
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce&pdsearchterms=675%2BP.2d%2B1179&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=9acf5770-889a-4fab-b596-1656bb0df9fa
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce&pdsearchterms=675%2BP.2d%2B1179&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=9acf5770-889a-4fab-b596-1656bb0df9fa
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce&pdsearchterms=675%2BP.2d%2B1179&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=9acf5770-889a-4fab-b596-1656bb0df9fa
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce&pdsearchterms=675%2BP.2d%2B1179&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=9acf5770-889a-4fab-b596-1656bb0df9fa
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Cases decided since Behrens have reaffirmed that punitive damages are 

warranted only in the most exceptional cases. For instance, in Miskin v. Carter, 761 

P.2d 1378 (Utah 1988), the Court granted summary judgment in favor of a defendant 

who, while driving intoxicated, ran a red light and struck and injured the plaintiff. 

In affirming the lower court’s decision, the Utah Supreme Court held: 

Before analyzing Carter's specific conduct, it is worth observing 
that in deciding whether a given set of facts warrants submitting to the 
jury the question of punitive damages, the courts must always have in 
mind the purpose of such damages, regardless of the rubric used in 
articulating the applicable punitive damages standard. As we stated in 
Behrens v. Raleigh Hills Hosp., Inc., 675 P.2d 1179, 1186 (Utah 1983), 
punitive damages may be awarded only if they serve society's interest 
in "punishing and deterring outrageous and malicious conduct which is 
not likely to be deterred by other means." (Citing C. McCormick, 
Handbook on the Law of Damages §§ 77-78 (1935); J. Stein, Damages 
and Recovery, Personal Injury and Death Actions § 183 (1972).) 

*** 
At the time of the accident, Carter's blood alcohol level was only .08 
percent, precisely the legal minimum for intoxication in Utah. Nothing 
indicates that Carter has a history of alcoholism, of driving her car while 
intoxicated, or of DUI arrests and convictions. She had three to four 
drinks and had not driven for four hours after her last drink. She was not 
driving her car in a manner that could be characterized as reckless. She 
was not driving at a high rate of speed, weaving, or driving in the wrong 
lane. She simply entered an intersection after the light changed. 

 
Id. at 1380. See, also, McGinn v. Cannon, 2013 UT App 246, ¶¶ 10-11, 314 P.3d 1046 

(affirmed summary judgment as no facts showing defendants’ actions “went beyond 

an inadvertent mistake or error of judgment and was instead conduct of a malicious 

or knowing and reckless nature”); Nguyen v. IHC Health Servs., 2010 UT App 85, ¶¶ 

10-12, 232 P.3d 529 (same). 

 

https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe&pdsearchterms=761%2BP.2d%2B1378&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe&pdsearchterms=761%2BP.2d%2B1378&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe&pdsearchterms=761%2BP.2d%2B1378&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe&pdsearchterms=761%2BP.2d%2B1378&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe&pdsearchterms=761%2BP.2d%2B1378&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe&pdsearchterms=761%2BP.2d%2B1378&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169&pdsearchterms=314%2BP.3d%2B1046&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169&pdsearchterms=314%2BP.3d%2B1046&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=701b4a37-25e8-4f4d-9a02-87bcccf93169&pdsearchterms=314%2BP.3d%2B1046&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=8c1335b7-53d0-4b3a-90d1-158fd1e54bce
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=5d480171-ceed-4c88-b6a6-f5a08118d2c7&pdsearchterms=232%2BP.3d%2B529&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=5d480171-ceed-4c88-b6a6-f5a08118d2c7&pdsearchterms=232%2BP.3d%2B529&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=5d480171-ceed-4c88-b6a6-f5a08118d2c7&pdsearchterms=232%2BP.3d%2B529&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=5d480171-ceed-4c88-b6a6-f5a08118d2c7&pdsearchterms=232%2BP.3d%2B529&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe
https://advance.lexis.com/search/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=5d480171-ceed-4c88-b6a6-f5a08118d2c7&pdsearchterms=232%2BP.3d%2B529&pdstartin=hlct%3A1%3A1&pdtypeofsearch=searchboxclick&pdsearchtype=SearchBox&pdqttype=and&pdpsf=jur%3A1%3A69&pdquerytemplateid&ecomp=w3fnk&earg=pdpsf&prid=309806bc-47ef-4817-89f1-f38da55e1dfe
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The Utah Supreme Court has also emphasized that a party must prove both 

recklessness and that the tortfeasor had actual knowledge of the danger: 

To prove that a tortfeasor's actions were knowing and reckless, a 
party must prove that the tortfeasor knew of a substantial risk 
and proceeded to act or failed to act while consciously ignoring 
that risk. Recklessness includes conduct where "the actor kn[ew], or 
ha[d] reason to know, . . . of facts which create a high degree of risk of 
physical harm to another, and deliberately proceeds to act, or to fail to 
act, in conscious disregard of, or indifference to, that risk." Restatement 
(Second) of Torts § 500 cmt. a (1965). The Utah Legislature added the 
word "knowingly" to the punitive damages statute to require "the 
plaintiff [to] prove actual knowledge by the defendant of the 
danger created by the defendant's conduct." Utah Senate Journal, 
48th Leg., Gen. Sess. 705 (Feb. 21, 1989) (statement of Sen. Barlow). 

 
Daniels v. Gamma W. Brachytherapy, LLC, 2009 UT 66, ¶ 42, 221 P.3d 256 (emphases 

added). In other words, the plaintiff must show that “a tortfeasor actually knew of 

the danger of his or her action or inaction, as opposed to should have known of the 

danger.” Id. ¶ 44. 

 Here, there is neither evidence of an extreme departure of care nor a knowledge 

that Ms. Burch posed a “high degree of risk of physical harm to another” when she 

was sent to deliver a part. As to the first of these contentions, the Symes’ argue that 

Lube Management and PartsCo fell below the standard of care in a couple of respects: 

(1) they did not have formal driver training and their safety policies omitted 

recommendations from governmental and private entities; and (2) they did not follow 

their own policies in place requiring the company to check Ms. Burch’s driver’s 

license, insurance, and motor vehicle record before allowing her to drive.  

 Even if true, these do not rise the level from which punitive damages can be 

awarded.  The Symes’ expert witness Doug Larsen testified that none of the vehicles 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
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required any special driver’s license and, in particular, Ms. Burch was properly 

licensed to drive this particular vehicle.  Neither Lube Management nor PartsCo are 

transportation companies which required higher requirements.  They have a handful 

of company cars, all of which can be driven with the lowest level of license.   

Moreover, the evidence is clear and undisputed that neither Lube Management 

nor PartsCo were in violation of any federal or state law.  Put another way, Lube 

Management and PartsCo were in full compliance with all legal requirements when 

Ms. Burch was allowed to do the delivery the day of the question.  While Lube 

Management and PartsCo imposed a higher standard on themselves and Mr. and 

Mrs. Symes suggest yet an even higher standard should be imposed, there is no 

dispute that at the time of this accident Ms. Burch was properly licensed to drive this 

vehicle. While an argument that a party should exceed the “minimum standard” may 

be sufficient for purposes of negligence, for a state to impose punitive damages when 

the company has complied with all of the requirements that the state has deemed fit 

to impose would indeed be strange.  

 Despite admitting their full compliance with all legal requirements and 

obligations, Mr. Larsen did opine that Lube Management and PartsCo fell below the 

industry standard in connection with their driver orientation and training.  He 

referenced information from several entities – NHTSA, OSHA, and Utah Safety 

Council, and referred to some of the recommendations they make for employers.  He 

conceded, however, that these standards are non-binding, aspirational standards.  He 

also admitted that there are many, many companies that do not follow those same 
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standards.  He was critical of Lube Management and PartsCo for not orienting and 

training employees on how to maintain the vehicle, do walkarounds, secure loads, 

and other such items, all of which played no role in the cause of this accident.   

 He did mention training on the adjustment of mirrors and blind spots, which 

may be a good idea as he indicated (although you learn this in driver’s education 

courses), but this was not required within the industry and, even if it were, would not 

rise to the level of highly outrageous conduct.  Mr. Larson, and everyone else in the 

case, has described this accident as a blind spot accident, and he admitted that there 

were blind spot and other accidents even after training.  Notably, when advised that 

Lube Management and PartsCo have had a total of 4 at-fault accident between 

January 2012 and March of 2020, Mr. Larsen testified that was a good record.  This 

is further evidence that there was no “extreme departure of ordinary care” as is 

required. 

 Mr. and Mrs. Symes also contend that Lube Management and PartsCo should 

be penalized because they failed to follow their own standard as to checking driver’s 

licenses, insurance, and obtaining a motor vehicle report. However, there is no 

showing that had these been done the accident would have been avoided. For 

instance, the evidence is undisputed that Ms. Burch did have a license and insurance 

at the time, and that she had been cited for a speeding ticket and one accident before 

the accident, neither of which was deemed sufficient by the State of Utah to prohibit 

her from driving (nor was there any expert testimony that this is an unsatisfactory 

driving record under industry standards which would prevent a driver from operating 
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a passenger vehicle).  Also, it is very important to note that there is no evidence of 

Lube Management failing to check the driver’s license, insurance and motor vehicle 

record on any other occasion than this one. 

Likewise, with respect to sending Ms. Burch to obtain a drug test on the 

Monday following the accident, it must be remembered that the policy to drug test 

after a vehicle accident went beyond any legal or other requirement.  The record 

evidence shows that there was no legal or regulatory obligation to have Ms. Burch 

drug tested following this accident, simply a policy that Lube Management had put 

in place.  Thus, at most, Lube Management failed to comply with its own policy which 

was above any legal or regulatory requirement.  Also, as with the other policy 

violation, there is no evidence in this case that Lube Management or PartsCo failed 

to drug test any of its employees after an accident other than in this one instance.  

Moreover, the undisputed evidence is that Lube Management terminated Ms. Burch 

and she never operated a Lube Management or PartsCo vehicle again after the day 

of this accident.  This is not conduct that shows an “indifference toward, and a 

disregard of, the rights of others.”  Utah Code Ann. § 78B-8-201. 

 An alternative grounds for finding punitive damages are not appropriate in 

this case arise because, as set forth above, the Plaintiffs must show by clear and 

convincing evidence that Lube Management and PartsCo “actually knew of the 

danger of his or her action or inaction, as opposed to should have known of the 

danger.”  Daniels v. Gamma W. Brachytherapy, LLC, 2009 UT 66, ¶ 4, 221 P.3d 256 

Here, there is no evidence that Lube Management or PartsCo actually knew that Ms. 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
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Burch was a danger to others. Rather, Plaintiffs’ contention is that Lube 

Management and PartsCo should or would have known she was a danger based on 

her driving record and the fact they did not check her driver’s license. While the 

evidence shows that she, in fact, did have a license and no disqualifying offenses, 

should have known is insufficient to support an award of punitive damages. Also, had 

they done those checks, she was an acceptable candidate to put on the road. 

 Moreover, there is no evidence in the record that Ms. Burch was impaired by 

drugs and alcohol at the time of the accident.  In fact, there is no evidence of Ms. 

Burch ever being under the influence of drugs or alcohol while at work the entire time 

she was working for Lube Management.  More important, there is no evidence that 

Lube Management or PartsCo knew (or even suspected) that she was under the 

influence when she made the delivery so they had no knowledge of any danger she 

posed in making this delivery.  In fact, under Plaintiffs’ new theory, they contend that 

Ms. Burch had abstained from any drugs or alcohol since the prior weekend and, 

therefore, were going through certain effects of withdrawal.  Plaintiffs’ private 

investigator Braden Wyatt testified how difficult it is to spot the symptoms of 

someone going through drug withdrawal, speculating that this is perhaps why the 

Utah Highway Patrol Trooper who investigated the accident did not find any signs of 

impairment.  Mr. Wyatt contended that it took heightened training beyond even a 

Utah Highway Patrol Trooper to spot these signs.  If that is true, this further confirms 

the testimony of Ms. Burch’s supervisor, Bruce Hinkle, who testified that there were 

no signs Ms. Burch was under the influence of drugs or alcohol when he saw her and 
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sent her for the delivery.  Even if the standard for imposition of punitive damages did 

not require actual knowledge but could be based on whether a defendant “should have 

known”, there is no basis for a finding that Lube Management should have known 

Ms. Burch was going through these alleged withdrawals when a trained law 

enforcement officer was not even sufficiently trained to observe them.   

There is no legally sufficient evidentiary basis for a finding of punitive damages 

against Lube Management or PartsCo, and they are entitled to judgment as a matter 

of law on the punitive damages claim. 

II. 
 

PUNITIVE DAMAGES ARE INAPPROPRIATE AGAINST SHANICE 
BURCH. 

 
 Before getting into the merits, we need to establish the proper standard for 

imposition of punitive damages in this case as to Ms. Burch. The normal punitive 

damages standard does not apply where the person is under the influence of alcohol 

or drugs: 

(b) The limitations, standards of evidence, and standards of conduct of 
Subsection (1)(a) do not apply to any claim for punitive damages arising 
out of the tortfeasor’s: 

 
(i) operation of a motor vehicle or motorboat while voluntarily 
intoxicated or under the influence of any drug or combination of 
alcohol and drugs as prohibited by Section 41-6a-502; 
 
(ii) causing death of another person by providing or administering 
an illegal controlled substance to the person under Section 78B-
3-801; or 
 
(iii) providing an illegal controlled substance to any person in the 
chain of transfer that connects directly to a person who 
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subsequently provided or administered the substance to a person 
whose death was caused in whole or in part by the substance. 

 
Utah Code Ann. § 78B-8-201.  Here, however, there is no evidence that Ms. Burch 

was under the influence of alcohol or any drug at the time of the accident. Indeed, it 

is the Plaintiffs’ theory that just the opposite occurred — that Ms. Burch was going 

through methamphetamine withdrawal because she was not under the influence of 

methamphetamines or other drugs.  In these circumstances, this exception to the 

punitive damages statute does not apply and the same, stringent standards 

pertaining to punitive damages set forth above apply to the claim against Shanice 

Burch as well. 

 Here, the evidence is undisputed that Ms. Burch did not see Mr. Symes in her 

blind spot and collided with him.  There is no evidence that she knew Mr. Symes was 

present and chose to collide with him. This would seem to be the quintessential 

example of the Utah Supreme Court’s holding that a plaintiff must show that “a 

tortfeasor actually knew of the danger of his or her action or inaction, as opposed to 

should have known of the danger.” Daniels v. Gamma W. Brachytherapy, LLC, 2009 

UT 66, ¶ 44, 221 P.3d 256.   Here, Ms. Burch should have known that Mr. Symes was 

present, or not moved into his lane until she had confirmed it was clear, but what is 

absent is clear and convincing evidence that Ms. Burch knew that she was causing a 

danger by moving from the left lane into the lane in which Mr. Symes was traveling.  

Often, plaintiffs counter this argument by suggesting that drivers know that 

if they make a lane change without confirming it can be done safely, that raises a 

risk of injury.  However, the same can be said of any automobile accident.  All 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=c85a6335-1a8f-4570-8af2-85caa8e03ffe&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A4XCS-35C0-TXFX-N35N-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=10774&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A7XXC-V0M1-2NSD-R280-00000-00&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=5zt4k&earg=sr0&prid=4e7570b9-9017-4105-9650-134a49620d8e
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drivers are trained that they must stop at stop-signs and stop-lights, and that they 

must pay attention and maintain a safe distance from the vehicle in front of them, 

and, thus, they knew that when failed to stop at the sign or light or rear-ended the 

other vehicle, this could result in harm.  The problem with this argument is that it 

would nullify the Utah Supreme Court’s admonition that “punitive damages may be 

awarded only in exceptional cases,” Behrens v. Raleigh Hills Hosp., Inc., 675 P.2d 

1179, 1186 (Utah 1983), but would make punitive damages available in virtually 

every case, another result the Utah Supreme Court has sought to avoid. E.g., Von 

Hake, 705 P.2d at 771.  This is not a case of aggravated liability. Ms. Burch was 

properly licensed to operate this passenger vehicle, was not under the influence of 

drugs or alcohol, and simply made a mistake by making an improper lane change.   

CONCLUSION 

 Based upon the foregoing, there is not a sufficient evidentiary basis for a for a 

finding of punitive damages and Defendants request judgment as a matter of law on 

the claims for punitive damages.  

 DATED this 27th day of June, 2022. 

     MORGAN, MINNOCK, RICE & MINER, L.C. 
 
 
     /s Joseph E. Minnock                                                              
     Joseph E. Minnock 

Attorneys for Defendants Shanice C. Burch, Lube 
Management Corp., and PartsCo, LC  
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 I hereby certify that on this 27th day of June 2022, I served an electronic copy 

of the foregoing through the Court’s ECF System on the following: 

Jason B. Richards 
RICHARDS LAW GROUP, P.C. 
Legal Arts Building, Suite 200 
2568 Washington Boulevard 
Ogden, UT 84401 
assistant@jbrlawyers.com 
 
Jeffrey J. Steele 
Justin Hosman 
STEELE | ADAMS | HOSMAN  
765 East 9000 South, Suite A1  
Sandy, UT 84094  
jeff@sahlegal.com 
justin@sahlegal.com 
 
      
     /s Joseph E. Minnock 
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